Late April, end of Austral summer, Pam seems to be the last cyclone of the season in the southern hemisphere. The
main reason for our long stop in New Zealand disappears. 5 months in Kiwiland, during which, navigating for 3
weeks, driving 3000 km in the South Island, tramping 300 km and having 3 weeks of intense contacts with
representatives of the local nautical industry working on the boat enabled us to get an accurate idea of the country
and local society setup.
In balance, lots of excellent moments, the confirmation that we prefer to be nomads sailing rather than driving a
camping-car and the mixed impression that we get allured by the fantastic local marketing competence: it is
beautiful, it is green, it is Nature but truly, it is beautiful, it is green, it is like hell for those which do not belong to the
establishment. The curious readers will find after a set of photos some detailed elements of the reasons of our
feeling, the other side of the mirror. As surprising as it may seems, the French colonization in the South Pacific, in
comparison to the US or GB ways, reveals a high moral quality and profound respect of elementary rights of the
“educated” people. We will proudly keep on flying our national flag.
It is time to leave the Anglo-Saxon influence perimeter and the South-Africa, Australia, New Zealand connection
where flourish conservatism and racism –the Kiwi is a New-Zealander non Maori ; the most part of our pontoon
neighbors stay in the Crown playground and will go to Fiji, Samoa and Vanuatu for some “Charity work” (aboard
luxury boat, what a joke!).
For us, Going West is over; we start our journey into Middle-Earth. After getting away continuously, we will reduce
slowly the distance to Al-Quaida (the home base), destination Singapore through a myriad of islands: New Caledonia,
the Louisiads, and then Indonesia through Torres Strait dedalus. A new trip for a new world: the most exotic French
overseas territory, the land of Papus and south-East Asia, 18 000 islands, the biggest Muslim country in the world
spread over a distance going from London to Teheran and as much cultural diversity.

Selamat tinggal ! Sampai jumpa lagi !

Some of the magic places visited by the crew and abundantly described in the
following pages

NORTH ISLAND
BAY OF ISLANDS
The favorite cruising ground of yachties from Auckland. Anchorages are crowded around
Christmas and New Year’s Eve. Rest of the time, so much like Britany in France.

Moturohia

Urupukapuka

Tane Moana
One of the only remaining Kauris: around 3 meters in diameter, more than a thousand years
old. All the others were logged and were used to build San Francisco, Auckland or the Navy.
Environment friendly? Certainly after the Rainbow Warrior incident…And what about resuming
hunting the big whales? It becomes again profitable, the government starts to consider it, the
problem: people disagree, but after 5 years…

AUCKLAND
Auckland, a quarter of the population, the economical center of the country. The business center is located
just behind the commercial port and the fuel tanks. The new neighborhoods were built around the port
dedicated to the America’s cup, then to the super-yachts once the silver trophy went back to the US. The
mega stadium of the All Blacks is in Wellington, the “cultural” capital.

Auckland – Skyline.

Auckland – city of sails.
3 marinas around the Bay of Auckland whom Westhaven (3000 berths). The main part is occupied by
motor boats used for fishing week-end in the bay.

Auckland – The needle in party suit for Christmas.
This is the most famous monument of Auckland, 328 meters, far from Brurj Khalifa in Dubai or
the Kingdom Tower in Jeddah still under construction. At the top, a bar, a 360° rotating
restaurant, and a platform used for bungee which was first practiced in New Zealand.

The Vineyards of Waiheke (an island just in front of Auckland).
A lot of white wine, some Pinot noir. The most famous regions are Marlborough, Blenheim, and
Central Otago : young wines which lack of sun and often of maturity. The capital cost is
perceived as too high for the wine to be matured.

TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK
Volcanic highlight of the North Island.

Land in the Tongariro National Park in the middle of the North Island.

Lava Giacometti.

The perfect cone of mount Ngauruhoe, a sacred mountain for the Maoris which summit is
always masked with clouds in officials representations. It is also mount Doom in which
Frodon throws the evil ring in Peter Jackson movie.

Emerald lakes.
The turquoise color is due to sulfur emanations. The water is highly corrosive.

The Red Crater, witness of the 1949 and 1954 eruptions.

The mount Ruapehu still covered in snow in December. Its slopes concentrate all the ski
resorts of the North Island.

Land of Mordor…

… Land of Elves .

Magic tree on the road to Rotorua, a Maori city, vernacular name of the Polynesians in New
Zealand called Aotearoa – the country of the long white cloud.
Arrived from the Society Archipelago (Raiatea and Bora probably), the Maoris were
approximatively 120 000 at the time of the first encounter with the white man and zwip…
just about 40 000 by the end of the 19th century. Cultural negation, exclusion, isolation from
other Polynesian people, spoliation, the old Maoris are no more than a faraway myth to
attract tourists. The selection process manages nevertheless to produce the best rugby
players in the world...

SOUTH ISLAND

GOLDORACK

A special van for the fans rented to explore the South Island for 3 weeks. Not exactly
“flower power” but…

The Kitchen a day without sandflies (up to 200 inside the van that made us rush out of the
anchorage) and without earthquake (Wilberforce on the 6 January 2015 along the Alpine
fault: “oh ! if nobody is shaking the van, then it must be the wind rising in the morning!”).

Hokitika – by the Tasman Sea on the west coast.
Heart of the Jade country and so many floated woods…

MOUNT COOK

Tekapo Lake, the Southern Alps and the highest peak : mount Cook.

Fox Glacier.
It is with Franz Joseph Glacier one of the main tourist attraction of the South Island. Five
years ago, one could walk on the glacier. Nowadays, it is impossible. It went back so much
and became so unstable that one could visit only in a helicopter. The Conservation bureau
refuses the concept of Climate change. From 8 am to 6 pm helicopters incessantly land and
take off at a price of 350 NZ$ for half an hour. Did you say “CO2 balance?”

Another lake….

Fox glacier.
Look hard, in ten years, only mud…

FJORDLAND NATIONAL PARK - KEPLER TRACK
The Kepker Track, 4 days walking in the Fjordland Park. Climbing in the “lush tropical forest” or “podocarp forest”,
slides crossing, a nice edge and coming back to Te-Anau through Tussock lands. The top: hearing the kiwi call at
night, the ones found in the Southern Islands are rolling their “r’s”…

Lush tropical forest

THE edge the 17 January 2015 (like the 17 of July in Europe). 1200 meters high. In case of
high wind, trampers are on all four….

Kea, kea, where are you? A kind of endemic green parrot living in the mountain, close to
disappearing of course…

The Kepler mounts, the day after.
The Fjordland, 300 days and 7 meters of rain a year. Some days, on the Milford track (“8th
wonder of the world” according to the marketing campaign and booked one year in advance),
trampers are removed from the track with an helicopter: they have water up to their waist.

FAREWELL SAND SPIT
At the top north-west end of the south island, a huge sand spit, which closes on Golden Bay, a kind of local Cote
d’Azur and center of the NZ hippie culture. 2 weeks later, a flock of pilot whales got stranded here lost in shallow
waters and low tide.

Dunes of 40° South.

West coast.

KAIKOURA

East coast.

Mimetic.

KAHURANGI NATIONAL PARK - HEAPHY TRACK
The Heaphy Track, 4 days walking, 80 km through landscapes of forest and wet lands to reach the Tasman Sea.

Totally deserted. Too steep for farming

Giant carnivorous snail. An endangered species, like kiwis… certainly because of the Possums
(more than 40 millions), introduced by Europeans for the fur business. The cages were opened
once the profitability plummeted in 1987. The Department of Conservation is all dedicated to its
extermination, pouring tons of 1080 in grains or flying helicopters and planes. The potential
impacts on the quality of the soil, springs, the growing of young trees is not considered. As is
reluctantly given, the economic reason to reduce the bovine tuberculosis which enables to export
beef meat as a new market has been signed with China.

The estuary of the Heaphy River. To walk the last part of the trek,please, check the time of
the tides and sea conditions.

BYE BYE NZ

We like Java best… Let’s go.

Time to do stupid things faster with more energy….

… and to go back to sailor activities using tools purchased locally.

….euh ?

ALICE IN KIWILAND
New Zealand is perceived worldwide as being a free country, cheap, creative and environmental friendly. This
reputation is conveyed by the All Blacks –the former Maoris warriors-, the victory of the America’s cup in 2000 by the
team “Emirates-Team New Zealand” led by Sir Peter Blake and the Lord of the Rings trilogy of JR Tolkien produced by
Peter Jackson. We were impatient to take advantage of the austral summer to discover this utopic country, all the
more convinced by the reputation of nautical experts of the South Pacific. We were surprised to found a somewhat
different reality perfectly controlled.
New Zealand escaped Gondwana, the prehistoric continent and far from any other land remained preserved of the
voracity of mammals till the late settling of Polynesians the ancestors of Maoris, in the 14th century. The land was
discovered around 1650 by Abel Tasman, a Dutch navigator before becoming a whale hunting base. Finally, the
cunning Albion, after getting rid of the French –see Marion Dufresne tale- and inducing the auto-destruction of
Maoris tribes (Musquets war at the beginning of the 19th century) signed an equivocal treaty with the chiefs of the
remaining tribes. This treaty presented as being generous and respectful of the rights of the original population,
guarantying them a fair partake of resources, rely on a fake translation of the English text in Maori. In the Kahuarangi
treaty, Great Britain gets the sovereignty over New Zealand but Maoris were convinced of giving away to the Crown
the right to rule in exchange of protection without letting go their authority in managing their own business. In facts,
it only served to justify expropriations and unfair treatments of original populations by English colons, leading to a
real genocide.
The Maoris population went from at least 120 000 inhabitants in 1800 to 40 000 in 1890, in comparison to the
Paheka (the local name of British whites) population: 25 000 in 1840, 75 000 in 1850, 250 000 in 1870… This situation
remained hidden till the Queen Elizabeth II made excuses … in 1995. It was the first time that the British Crown was
making any. The National Day is the date of the signature of the Treaty, what an irony! Today, the treaty is contested
by the Maori minority, while its population remains in ghettos outside cities without any access to education,
excluded from recruitment process and undergoing serious health problems despite an openly positive segregation
politic –it is required to tell his ethnic origin when making an appointment to the doctor…
As soon as the treaty was signed, the British Crown transformed New Zealand into a colony, exploiting till extinction
the integrality of resources, transforming 80% of the primal forest into cattle land and destroying whole islands
(Nauru and Banaba), moving entire populations to get the last once of phosphate.
In the 21th century, New Zealand remains under British sovereignty (coins all show the effigy of Elizabeth II) and
dependant of the Australian big brother for all its importations of goods or engineering skills. It went under a big
economic crisis in the 1980’s after the closing of the European Economic Union frontiers (a counterpart negotiated in
exchange of the pseudo integration of UK) to the import of lamb from New Zealand (75 million headcount at that
time). This small country on the other side of the world, which smells good like England in the 50’s, which eats the
same carrots or broccoli puree and same boiled meat, for which Margaret Thatcher is still a hero, felt abandoned and
under high treason – the syndrome of the good son which always did right and to which one explains that he won’t
be appointed next boss of the family firm.
It then underwent a stressed repositioning: entry in a reconversion phase and review of former alliances, New
Zealand has been the first developed country to sign a free trade treaty with China. It can be illustrated by two
examples:
i.

ii.

China is anxious to get animal proteins to satisfy the desires of its population aspiring to the
American model, i.e. steak and McDo… alright, Kiwis transform its farming and, in 2014, produce
beef (7 million headcount) instead of lamb (30 million headcount).
The other line of business is the Chinese tourist (200 million worldwide in 2020!). New Zealand is
becoming a first choice destination for low-cost tourism from China (Peking, Ghanzhou…). The
company China Travel Service NZ offers all inclusive packages: flights, bus, tours, hotels and
restaurants under the diaspora management. All the money is as such going back to China inducing
no profit for the New-Zealander tourism industry, a big vexation for locals which look with disgust at
Chinese people visiting their supermarkets (to eat with the Devil, one must have a big spoon).

For the emerging Chinese middle class, New Zealand is an exotic destination in a quiet, calm, green environment not
far from tensed over-populated Asia. Currencies transfers are under course and many Kiwis are happy to sell their
properties to Chinese –a density of 15 inhabitants/km² leaves some free space - showing their xenophobia at the
same time without realizing that the partner may want to exceed such a sweet relationship.
To satisfy the need of low qualified manpower for seasonal service activities (tourism and agriculture) and keeping
an immigration rate below 1% at the same time, this small country (population of 4 million) rely on young people
mainly coming from Europe using temporary work quotas. They are asked of a few hours work in exchange of a bed
in a dorm. This not even enough so they can amass some money to visit the country. Anyway, the “working holiday”
permit is only valid for one year. Real immigration is not granted and under high scrutiny by use of a mechanism of
points.
New Zealand refuses any kind of nuclear energy, but its CO2 emission ratio is over Germany –cattle farts would
represent more than 50% of the emissions- and its objectives of reducing are low: the same per capita in 2050 as
France already achieves in 2014. No significant projects of hydro-electricity or tides energy recuperation, it is easier
to burn fuel or gasoline for the more of 10 years old cars than to imagine hybrid motors.
New Zealand is seen as the country of gardener hobbits. In fact, the totality of flat surfaces is a huge cattle land. The
wool then meat or milk industry is the main lobby linked with the Department of Conservation (Doc) in charge of the
protection of the environment of 20% of the territory which is too steep and transformed in National Park where
tourists go tramping, for a fee.
Speaking of the protection of the environment, the DoC is working hard towards the destruction of the Possum [a
small rodent introduced at the beginning of the 20th century for its fur, when polar furs killed the market in the 80’s,
farmers simply opened the cages… the Possum reproduce quickly, they are now more than 50 million in the wild] by
deliberately poisoning the soil. The justification of the massive spraying and continuous campaigns of pouring 1080
(Fluor acetate of sodium imported from the US, New Zealand being the main user with 80% of the world
consumption), is the saving of the Kiwi (a no fly, nocturnal, endemic bird with no predator before the introduction of
mammals), whom possums eat eggs and which is nearly extinct. The real reason is probably at getting rid of bovine
tuberculosis carried by the same Possums, such tuberculosis preventing the beef export. The Australian cattle is
devoid of it and they would like also to play on the Chinese market.
As a conclusion, New Zealand was at the beginning of the 19th century a beautiful virgin country. 150 years of
colonisation and full exploitation were enough to deforest the main surface, to transform it in cattle land, to predate
and destroy the main part of all resources, human also. Landing in New Zealand is like landing in the England of the
50’s, a passeist, protectionist country populated by old fashion individualists who take advantage of a comfortable
way of living because of a low population density and protected of any external aggressions in reason of its
remoteness and fear of strangers.

Best wishes, Sanity and Sobriety,
Stéphanie / Christophe
Whangarei – New Zealand
29 April 2015
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